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Negligence—Duty of Care—Liability for Injury Caused by Obvious Defect Where Lessor Contracted To Repair—Defendant, lessor of a delivery truck, agreed with the lessee to maintain the vehicle in good condition and make regular inspections. The lessee's driver was not to make any repairs or adjustments but was to deliver the truck to the lessor as it needed repairs or as requested for inspection. Two years after the lease was made, plaintiff-driver made a written request to the lessor for repairs to the floor in the driver's compartment. Although plaintiff left the truck overnight with the lessor and made several further requests, the floor was not repaired. One month after notifying the lessor, plaintiff slipped on a small spot where the metal was exposed and sustained severe injuries. In an action against the lessor for negligence, the jury returned a verdict for plaintiff. The trial court, however, granted the lessor's motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict on the theory that there could be no liability since the defect was obvious, and not concealed. On appeal, held, reversed. Where by agreement a lessor has reserved control of the property through the exclusive right and duty to repair, tort liability for injuries incurred due to failure to repair may be imposed even though the defect was apparent. *Campbell v. Siever*, (Minn. 1958) 91 N.W. (2d) 474.

The question of a lessor's liability for injuries caused by his failure to repair as agreed usually is resolved in terms of "control." If the lessor had
control over the subject-matter, there is basis for liability for injury resulting from a defective condition;¹ without control there is no liability.² Developed in landlord-tenant situations, the original reason for this principle was that one who is not able both to enter in order to repair³ and to exclude people until the danger is abated should not be liable.⁴ The same reasoning was applied in bailment cases.⁵ While most later decisions retain the "control" requirement, often the kind of control actually present is not that which was originally said to be necessary. It is not at all settled that a contract to repair confers control sufficient to impose liability. Many states declare that a mere agreement to repair confers no control.⁶ Others hold that although a lessor may acquire control in the sense of a privilege of entry, this is not sufficient. For instance, the New York court stated that the landlord must have the "power and right to admit people to the premises and to exclude people from them."⁷ "Exclusive control" is required in Ohio.⁸ But other states, while agreeing that control is essential for liability, define it so that the type acquired by a lessor through an agreement to repair is sufficient.⁹ Minnesota has long held that an agreement to repair made by a landlord gives him implied authority to enter the premises and that this is control upon which may be predicated duty and liability.¹⁰ But the trial court in the principal case felt compelled to apply the rule that it is also essential that the defect constitute a concealed danger; hence, there was no liability since the defect was obvious.¹¹ The court in the principal case agreed that such is the usual rule but held it inapplicable where the defendant not only reserved control of the truck for the purpose of keeping it in repair but also provided that plaintiff and other drivers of the lessee were not to make any repairs whatsoever.¹² This decision gives a new meaning and

³ See Appel v. Muller, 262 N.Y. 278, 186 N.E. 785 (1933).
¹⁰ Barron v. Liedloff, 95 Minn. 474, 104 N.W. 289 (1905); Saturnini v. Rosenblum, note 9 supra.
¹² Principal case at 478. No supporting authority was cited.
a new consequence to control. Where the control retained includes the ability to exclude all others from repairing the vehicle, the consequence is liability even for obvious defects. The decision does not, however, deviate significantly from results reached through other approaches in analogous situations. That neither a landlord nor a bailor is liable when the harmful defect was obvious is supported by ample authority. But in the special situation where the lessor has covenanted to repair the subject-matter, courts allowing liability usually rule that when notified of the defect a lessor who fails to repair within a reasonable time is negligent, and the apparentness of the defect bears only on the question whether the injured person had assumed the risk or was guilty of contributory negligence. Further, this conduct could be found only where the plaintiff was aware of the specific defect causing the injury, fully comprehended the danger it presented, and failed to exercise reasonable care in the face of the danger. It often is said that once the lessee has given notice of the need for repair, the lessor assumes the risk of injury to others and only after an unreasonable time has passed does the lessee again assume the risk. He does so then only because it is unreasonable to rely any longer on performance by the lessor and to protect himself he ought to make the repairs. Thus recovery often is allowed even though the defect was apparent. Such an approach seems preferable to dealing with the problem in terms of “control.” It is suggested that the law should impose a duty of care with regard to any defects where there is an agreement to repair plus an additional relationship such as lessor-lessee or bailor-bailee, since there is a strong probability of reliance by the lessee or bailee that the lessor or bailor will repair. This would provide a justifiable basis for tort liability which enables the uncertain and unhelpful concept of “control” to be discarded.
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